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ABSTRACT

Waste heat is a free and abundant energy source, with 15% of global total energy use existing as waste heat above 600K. For 600–900K
temperature range, near-field thermophotovoltaics (NFTPVs) are theorized to be the most effective technology to recycle waste heat into
electrical power. However, to date, experimental efficiencies have not exceeded 1.5%. In this work, we optimize the efficiency of three mod-
eled InAs/InAsSbP-based room-temperature NFTPV devices positioned 0.1lm from a 750K p-doped Si radiator. We couple a one-
dimensional fluctuational electrodynamics model for the near field optics to a two-dimensional drift-diffusion model, which we validated by
reproducing measured dark current–voltage curves of two previously published InAs and InAsSbP devices. The optimized devices show four
to six times higher above-bandgap energy transfer compared to the blackbody radiative limit, yielding enhanced power density, while simul-
taneously lowering parasitic sub-bandgap energy transfer by factors of 0.68–0.85. Substituting InAs front- and back-surface field layers with
InAsSbP show 1.5- and 1.4-times higher efficiency and power output, respectively, from lowered parasitic diffusion currents. Of our three
optimized designs, the best performing device has a double heterostructure with an n–i–p doping order from front to back. For radiator-
thermophotovoltaic gaps of 0.01–10lm and radiators within 600–900K, this device has a maximum efficiency of 14.2% and a maximum
power output of 1.55W/cm2, both at 900K. Within 600–900K, the efficiency is always higher with near- vs far-field illumination; we calcu-
late up to 3.7- and 107-times higher efficiency and power output, respectively, using near-field heat transfer.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0116806

Waste heat above 600K represents 15% of global total energy
use,1 and recycling this waste heat to electrical power with solid-state
modules could be a general solution to improve energy-use efficiency.
For 600–900K heat sources, existing commercial waste-heat-to-
electricity solid-state converters, thermoelectric generators (TEGs),
have high power densities of 2W/cm2 but suffer from low efficiencies
less than 12%.2 Conversely, thermophotovoltaic (TPV) systems have
high theoretical efficiencies up to 45% but low power densities of
0.2W/cm2.3 Near-field thermophotovoltaic (NFTPV) systems, which
position a heat source (radiator) and a TPV cell in extreme proximity,
present both high theoretical efficiency and power density, up to 40%

and 10W/cm2 for practical devices.3,4 Although NFTPV systems
with cells operating at room temperature have experimentally
achieved 40-fold increases in power density over TPV systems,5 they
have not exceeded 1.5% efficiency for 600–900K radiator tempera-
tures. This low efficiency is due to the use of TPV cells that were not
optimized for near-field operation5,6 or InGaAs-based cells with
larger-than-optimal bandgaps (0.73 eV at 300K).7,8 Conversely,
Lucchesi et al. designed a low bandgap (0.23 eV at 77K) InSb-based
NFTPV cell that was cooled to 77K and measured a 14% efficiency
with a power density of 0.75W/cm2 with a 732K radiator.9 Although
they reached a high efficiency, these cells only function properly
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when cooled to cryogenic temperatures, making them impractical for
most situations.

Although the spectral characteristics required for high perfor-
mance in NFTPV systems are well known,4,10–26 concurrent optimiza-
tion of the interrelated optical and electronic properties of NFTPV
systems remains largely unexplored. Prior studies have not solved the
full two-dimensional (2D) drift-diffusion equations in the cell,
although such simulation allows realistic representation of both lateral
and vertical current flow and carrier collection and is industry-
standard in many other contexts.27–30 Many studies calculated
NFTPV electrical performance using detailed balance analysis, assum-
ing radiative recombination loss only10,19–22 or also including nonra-
diative recombination mechanisms.4,23–26 Other analyses have
employed the diode equation with a saturation current calculated
using experimentally measured lifetimes of the studied materials.21–28

An improved electrical model, solving the drift-diffusion equations in
the low injection limit, was also employed to analyze NFTPV perfor-
mance.31–35 Recently, studies have solved the full 1D drift-diffusion
equations,36–39 which leads to more realistic results,36 though still
without lateral transport effects.

In the present work, we investigate the performance of NFTPV
cells based on InAs, which has an ideal bandgap (0.353 eV at 300K)
for 600–900K radiator temperatures and proven room temperature
operating performance.40–46 We optimize the coupled electrical and
optical properties of three NFTPV designs, all with back reflectors
and two with InAs/InAsSbP double-heterostructures, by maximizing
their efficiency under the illumination of a 750K p-doped Si radiator
separated by 0.1lm. We compare their performances to a baseline
design on a 500lm substrate, shown in Fig. 1(a). We further investi-
gate the performance for the highest-efficiency design for radiator
temperatures from 600 to 900K and with radiator-TPV gaps from
0.01 to 10lm.

We propose three designs, presented in Figs. 1(b)–1(d). The pin
and pin-Q cell designs have a p–i–n doping order from top to bottom.
Conversely, the nip-Q design reverses this order to reduce lateral sheet
resistance in the front-surface field (FSF) layer since electron mobilities
are higher than hole mobilities (see Sec. 1 of the supplementary mate-
rial). The pin-Q and nip-Q designs include the quaternary (Q)
InAsxSb0.31(1-x)P0.69(1-x) lattice matched to InAs with bandgap up to
0.495 eV at 300K47 in the FSF and base layers to reduce undesirable
diffusion currents, but at the cost of higher growth complexity. All cells
have a uniform temperature of 300K (see Sec. 2 of the supplementary
material) and are illuminated by high-temperature 5� 1018 cm�3 p-
type silicon radiators, separated by vacuum. The distance between
gridlines is dG-G while the distance between the bottom of the radiator
and the top of the FSF layer is dR-FSF. For comparison, we consider the
baseline design [Fig. 1(a)], which is based on the fabricated TPV cell
from Lu et al.40 In contrast to the baseline design, we added cap and
back-surface field (BSF) layers to each new design to minimize contact
resistance48–50 and reduce undesirable minority diffusion currents. In
addition, our three proposed designs have their substrates removed,
increasing fabrication complexity but minimizing parasitic sub-
bandgap (SBG) photon absorption. Substrate-less devices with a back
reflector (BR) layer reflect SBG photons for re-absorption within the
radiator, increasing efficiency, and decreasing cooling requirements
for the TPV cell.

Our coupled optoelectronic model simulates the radiative ther-
mal transport and the electrical response of the NFTPV device by
combining the results of two software packages. We model radiation
transport using a custom fluctuational electrodynamics solver51,52 that
treats the devices as laterally infinite layered structures. We compute
depth- and frequency-resolved radiation transfer, separated by the
physical absorption mechanism, allowing us to calculate the depth-
resolved electron-hole generation rate from interband absorption and

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of NFTPV devices: (a) TPV cell from Ref. 40 and (b)–(d) our new NFTPV designs, starting from the simplest growth of InAs only (b), then increas-
ing performance by adding the quaternary InAsSbP [(c) and (d)]. The baseline design (a) from Ref. 40 is intended for far-field TPV and is used here for baseline comparison
and simulation validation. All designs have vacuum separating the radiator and TPV cell, equal gridline widths (5 lm), and 300 K cells. Cap layer thickness is 0.02lm and
composed of (b) and (c) n-InAs doped at 1� 1020 cm�3 and (d) p-InAs doped at 1� 1019 cm�3. Structural parameters not given in figure for designs [(b)–(d)] are optimized
with the results in Table I.
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total heat transfer from lattice, free-carrier, and interband processes
(see Sec. 3 of the supplementary material for model details). We verify
the optical model by reproducing the spectral absorption calculated in
Ref. 8; the results are shown in Sec. 4 of the supplementary material.

We model the electrical transport for the NFTPV device using
Synopsys TCAD Sentaurus. This software solves Poisson’s equation
coupled with electron and hole drift and diffusion equations to deter-
mine the TPV cell current–voltage curves as well as depth-resolved
recombination rate profiles including radiative, Auger,
Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH), and surface recombinations.27 We apply
the 1D electron–hole pair generation rate profiles, extracted from the
optical model, uniformly across the illuminated portion of the 2D
TPV cell, with no generation directly below the top contacts. We
assume no contact and sheet resistance for both top and bottom elec-
trodes, as they can be designed to be negligible.48–50 We calculate radi-
ative and Auger recombination coefficients following the method in
Ref. 53, providing Auger coefficients for InAs (Cn¼ 0.48� 10�26 and
Cp¼ 1.01� 10�26 cm6/s) within the experimental uncertainties of Ref.
54. We employ a constant SRH lifetime (3.7� 10�7 s) for both n- and
p-type InAs, which provided the best fit to the measured dark-I–V
curve of the TPV cell from Ref. 40. Subtracting Auger and radiative
contributions from the total lifetime of Ref. 55 using Matthiessen’s
rule, we estimate the SRH lifetime of InAsxSb0.31(1-x)P0.69(1-x) for x 6¼ 1
to be 3.2� 10�8 s. We include a doping-dependent surface recombi-
nation velocity at the vacuum/FSF interface, discussed further in Sec. 5
of the supplementary material. Due to the low conduction band den-
sity of states of InAs and InAsSbP lattice matched to InAs, we use a
non-parabolic band model to calculate the electron quasi-Fermi
level.56 We employ the model and parameters from Ref. 57 to calculate
the bandgap and electron affinity for all stoichiometric compositions
of InAsSbP. The energy band diagrams of baseline and optimized nip-
Q cells at maximum power point voltage (Vmpp) are presented in
Fig. 2, including conduction band (EC) and valence band (EV) edges
and the Fermi levels of electrons (EFe) and holes (EFh). Figure 2(b)
shows abrupt band offsets at the heterojunctions with the FSF and BSF
layers, which effectively block parasitic hole and electron transport,

respectively. We validate the electrical model, comparing measured
and simulated dark current–voltage curves of p–i–n InAs40 and
p-InAsSbP/n-InAs/nþ-InAs41 devices, with the results given in Sec. 6
of the supplementary material.

With a goal to efficiently recover 600–900K waste heat while
considering achievable radiator-TPV gaps (dR-FSF) of present NFTPV
devices,5–9,58 we optimize the three NFTPV designs of Figs. 1(b)–1(d)
for a radiator temperature of 750K and dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm. We calculate
the total optical power density absorbed by the TPV cell (Pin) and its
maximum power point density (Pmpp), with power densities defined as
power divided by the illuminated area. We then optimize the device
structure to maximize device efficiency, g¼Pmpp/Pin, using an itera-
tive optimizer with parameter domain sampling defined by the face-
centered central composite method.59 We optimize for efficiency as
opposed to power as it increases waste heat use while also lowering cell
cooling requirements.

To speed up the optimization, we hold constant the parameters
with fixed values listed in Fig. 1. This includes the cap and BSF layer
doping concentrations, which are set at readily achievable values48–50 to
maximize current collection and quench contact resistance. This choice
necessitates a thin BSF layer to minimize free-carrier absorption. We
employ an intrinsic InAs absorber layer to maximize absorption31

while minimizing the Auger recombination that dominates in cells
using p-InAs.40 See Sec. 7 of the supplementary material for effects of
varying Cap and BSF layer thickness and doping on performance.

We consider the radiator to be semi-infinite, but instead using a
500-lm thickness decreases total radiation transfer by less than 1%. A
separate optimization showed that our chosen radiator doping of
5� 1018 cm�3 maximizes above-bandgap (ABG) radiation transfer for
realistic radiator thicknesses (on the order of a typical 500lm Si sub-
strate or less). Thinner radiators demand higher doping concentra-
tions to maximize ABG radiation transfer, but such radiators also
increase SBG radiation transfer, which hurts efficiency.

Layer thicknesses and doping not specified in Fig. 1 are included
as parameters for optimization. The optimization domain and results
for all designs illuminated by a 750K radiator with dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm are

FIG. 2. Band diagram, with cutline through the top contact, at maximum power point voltage (Vmpp) of the (a) baseline and (b) optimized nip-Q TPV cells, illuminated by a
750 K radiator with dR-FSF¼ 0.1 lm. Note the different horizontal scales.
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TABLE I. Optimized NFTPV cell structure for a 750 K p-Si radiator and dR-FSF ¼ 0.1 lm, with their optimization bounds and performance metrics.

Parameter Units Range Baselinea pin pin-Q nip-Q

Input dG-G lm 20–300 206 49 49 78
FSF thickness lm 0.005–2.0 2.0 0.0053 1.1 0.0089

FSF InAsxSb0.31(1-x)P0.69(1-x) x¼ 0.4–1.0 1.0 1.0a 0.4 0.46
FSF doping cm�3 6� 1014–1019 p¼ 1018 p¼ 1019 p¼ 2� 1017 n¼ 4� 1015

Absorber thickness lm 0.1–3.0 10.0 0.72 0.77 0.77
Base thickness lm 0.005–2.0 2.0 0.062 0.055 0.10

Base InAsxSb0.31(1-x)P0.69(1-x) x¼ 0.4–1.0 1.0 1.0a 0.76 0.4
Base doping cm�3 6� 1014–1019 n¼ 1018 n¼ 6� 1014 n¼ 7� 1016 p¼ 2� 1015

Output Jsc A cm�2 � � � 1.75 2.39 2.46 2.36
Voc V � � � 0.065 0.108 0.143 0.145
Pmpp mW cm�2 � � � 34 121 204 203

g % � � � 0.29 4.8 8.0 9.0

aFixed at a given value.

FIG. 3. Spectral absorption distribution within NFTPV cell layers for a 750 K radiator and dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm, for designs: (a) baseline and optimized (b) pin, (c) pin-Q, and (d)
nip-Q. Solid black line represents the blackbody radiative limit at 750 K. The vertical dashed lines represent the bandgap of InAs, which separates parasitic sub-bandgap
(SBG) and useful above-bandgap (ABG) absorption, respectively. We include total SBG and ABG absorbed power, PSBG and PABG, respectively.
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given in Table I. The optimized As mole fraction (x) of
InAsxSb0.31(1-x)P0.69(1-x), for the FSF and base layers of the pin-Q and
nip-Q designs, respectively, reached the lower bound of 0.4, which we
constrained to high quality compositions60,61 outside the miscibility
gap.62 The p-type doping concentration for the FSF layer of the pin
design reached the upper bound of 1019 cm�3, which we limited to
readily achievable concentrations for these devices.49–51 These
bounded values minimize parasitic electron diffusion; the lower bound
Q has the largest bandgap with favorable band-alignment as a p-type
material (see Fig. 2) while the pin design requires high p-doping to
perform the same task.

The FSF conductivity effects can only be captured with 2þ
dimension drift-diffusion solvers, highlighting the importance of our
electrical model. To minimize lateral series resistance, the p-type FSF
layer must be thick and moderately doped (pin-Q) or thin and highly
doped (pin). The n-type FSF layer of the nip-Q device further reduces
top sheet resistance, since electron mobility is higher than hole mobil-
ity, allowing for a thin and moderately doped FSF layer with 60%
larger dG-G, increasing power output density.

Comparing parameters of the optimized designs to the baseline
design, the optimized designs have smaller dG-G values and are

composed of much thinner layers. Thinner cells improve device per-
formance due to higher carrier collection efficiency and lower parasitic
free carrier absorption but reduce current generation. However, the
thin designs have higher Jsc than the baseline due to shorter penetra-
tion depth of evanescent vs propagating waves and high reflection at
the gold BR layer. The base layers optimally reached lower doping
concentrations to reduce SBG power transfer (PSBG) originating from
free-carrier absorption.

Our optical model calculates a significant enhancement of useful
ABG power transfer (PABG) over the blackbody radiative limit for all
devices. Figure 3 shows the layer-resolved spectral absorbed energy
flux for each device. A 750K blackbody radiative spectrum repre-
sented by the solid black line is included for comparison, along with a
vertical dashed black line denoting the bandgap of InAs (0.353 eV).
The optimized devices have PSBG approximately 10% of that in the
baseline design. PSBG is not converted to useful power and instead
raises the TPV cooling requirements. PSBG could be further reduced
with a more reflective BR.16,63 The optimized designs [Figs. 3(b)–3(d)]
have 4–6 times higher total PABG and 0.68–0.85 times lower PSBG com-
pared to the blackbody limit. Although PABG of the efficiency-
optimized designs are about 70% of the baseline design, we see much

FIG. 4. Current–voltage curves of extracted (J ) and region-resolved recombination currents (Jx) normalized to the total photogenerated current (Jph) for a 750 K radiator and
dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm for designs: (a) baseline, (b) pin, (c) pin-Q, and (d) nip-Q. The vertical dashed lines show Vmpp operation of the devices. Current recombination types are
stacked from largest to smallest contributor at Vmpp, which are then stacked following the cell structure. Currents that account for less than 1.5% of Jph at Vmpp are lumped in
Jother. Current contributions at Vmpp are provided in the legend.
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higher efficiency and power output (Table I) due to order-of-magni-
tude thinner absorption layers, which improves current collection.

Up to 80% of available current is collected at Vmpp for the opti-
mized designs compared to just 39% for the baseline, highlighting the
importance of optimizing electronic device properties for near-field
operation. Figure 4 shows the current–voltage characteristics, normal-
ized to the total photo-generated current (Jph), of the four designs. We
include extracted current (J), surface recombination at the vacuum/
FSF and electrode/semiconductor interfaces (Jsurf), as well as Auger
(JAug,l), radiative (Jrad,l), and Shockley–Read–Hall (JSRH,l) recombina-
tion currents in layer l. All currents that contribute less than 1.5% to
Jph at Vmpp are combined into Jother. Auger recombination is the main
electrical loss mechanism for all designs, consuming 8%–54% of Jph at
Vmpp. However, the devices could be further improved using higher
quality absorber layer material, i.e., lowering SRH recombination.
Comparing Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), we find that the introduction of the
quaternary InAsSbP in the FSF and base layers reduces surface recom-
bination by two-third and eliminates recombination in all but the
absorber layer, contributing to a 45% larger Vmpp. Designs with
InAsSbP, nip-Q and pin-Q, have similar normalized current–voltage
characteristics [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]; therefore, nip-Q’s performance
enhancement (Table I) is due to better PSBG management and larger
dG-G.

Using our best design, the optimized nip-Q device, we explore
the impact of radiator temperature and dR-FSF on the power output
and efficiency in Fig. 5. The star represents the parameter values used
during the nip-Q device optimization. We calculate a significant power
output enhancement from near-field energy transfer for all radiator
temperatures investigated, with the largest enhancement being
107-fold larger than the far-field (dR-FSF¼ 10lm), occurring with
dR-FSF¼ 0.01lm and a 600K radiator. We also calculate an improved
efficiency under near-field illumination for all radiator temperatures
within 600–900K, reaching up to a 3.7-fold increase with a 600K radi-
ator and dR-FSF¼ 0.12lm compared to a far-field device.

The maximum efficiency for a given radiator temperature varies
with dR-FSF. The optimal dR-FSF decreases as temperature increases,
going from 0.12 to 0.09lm for a 600–900K radiator, respectively. This
shift toward smaller dR-FSF occurs because there is proportionally less

near-field PSBG transfer to the FSF layer for higher radiator tempera-
tures. Finally, the dip in efficiency at dR-FSF� 1lm is caused by a low-
ered PABG relative to PSBG due to propagative wave interference effects.
Since the relative fraction of PABG vs PSBG increases with radiator tem-
perature, the highest efficiency and power output of 14.2% and
1.55W/cm2 occur at 900K. PABG increases as dR-FSF decreases, but
PSBG absorbed in the FSF layer also increases rapidly below 0.1lm,
which reduces efficiency without impacting power output. Therefore,
the maximum efficiency and power output occur at different dR-FSF of
0.09 and 0.01lm (lower limit), respectively.

Simulation of our optimized nip-Q design significantly outper-
forms the simulated p-InAs/n-InAs design studied in Ref. 31. At 800K
and with dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm, we calculate approximately 2.7- and 3.3-
times higher efficiency and power density relative to that device (com-
pared to their efficiency that assumes no absorption in the substrate).
The nip-Q device performance enhancement is attributed to our BR
layer, use of Q material, and n–i–p doping configuration.

In summary, three NFTPV cell designs containing InAs and/or
InAsSbP were optimized and compared under near-field illumination
by a 750K p-Si radiator at dR-FSF¼ 0.1lm, using a validated optoelec-
tronic model solving full 2D drift-diffusion equations and fluctuational
electrodynamics. The optimized devices have 4–6 times higher above-
bandgap and 0.68–0.85 times less sub-bandgap radiation transfer than
the blackbody limit. Over the 600–900K radiator temperature range,
we calculate up to 14.2% efficiency and 1.55W/cm2 power output for
the best performing device design. According to these results, our best
design could significantly outperform the best measured NFTPV
device for the conversion of 600–900K waste heat, providing impor-
tant guidelines for the design of future NFTPV cells.

See the supplementary material for further details and validation
of the optical and electrical model, the calculated temperature gradient
of the device, and the impact on device performance of parameters
that were fixed during optimization.
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FIG. 5. (a) Power output and (b) efficiency of our optimized nip-Q device as a function of radiator temperature and radiator-TPV gap. Stars depict parameters used for device
optimization.
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Efficiency-optimized near-field 
thermophotovoltaics using InAs and 
InAsSbP:  Supplementary Material 

1. Carrier Mobility 

Both the optical and electrical models need accurate doping-dependent carrier mobilities for InAs and InAsSbP, therefore we 

employ the low-field doping-dependent mobility model at room temperature:1 

 
𝜇(𝑁) = 𝜇min +

𝜇max − 𝜇min

1 + (
𝑁

𝑁ref
)

𝜆𝜇
 (S1) 

where 𝜇min, 𝜇max, 𝑁ref, and 𝜆𝜇 are positive fitting parameters. To calculate the carrier mobilities of InAsSbP, we interpolate 

parameters between binaries, applying Matthiessen’s Rule to interpolate 𝜇min and 𝜇max, and linear interpolation for 𝑁ref and 𝜆𝜇.  

We employ fitting parameter values from Refs. 1,2 to describe both carrier mobilities for InSb and InP, and the hole mobility of 

InAs. For the electron mobility of InAs, we fit Eq. (S1) to experimental data from Refs. 3–8 to calculate its fitting parameters, 

shown in Fig. S1. For comparison, we also include the curve calculated using parameters proposed by Sotoodeh et al.1, showing 

their proposed parameters are inappropriate for doping concentrations higher than ~1×1017 cm-3. We provide our best fit values in 

Table S1, and compare to values from Sotoodeh et al.1. 

 

Table S1. Parameters to describe electron mobility of InAs. We compare the parameters from our fit to parameters from Sotoodeh et al.1 

Parameters Units Sotoodeh et al.1 Our Fit 

𝝁𝐦𝐢𝐧  cm2/Vs 1000 0.3 

𝝁𝐦𝐚𝐱   cm2/Vs 34000 30600 

𝑵𝐫𝐞𝐟  cm-3 1.1×1018 3.6×1017 

𝝀𝝁   0.32 0.68 

Figure S1. InAs electron mobility 

data as a function of electron 

concentration, together with the 

model fitting obtained by Sotoodeh et 

al.1 and by this work. The 

experimental data are taken from 

Refs. 3–8. 

1 
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2. Cell temperature calculations 

We assume the TPV cells are kept uniformly at 300 K. To verify this assumption, we can estimate the temperature gradient of 

our nip-Q design using Fourier’s Law for heat conduction9: 

 
𝑞 =  −

𝜅∆𝑇

𝐿
 (S2) 

where 𝜅 is the room-temperature thermal conductivity (0.3 W cm-1 K-1 for bulk InAs),10 𝐿 is the layer thickness, and ∆𝑇 is the 

temperature gradient between both ends of 𝐿. Figure Figure S2 depicts the temperature (relative to 300 K) through the cell for the 

optimized nip-Q design, illuminated by a 900 K radiator and a 10 nm radiator-cell gap. We find a maximum temperature difference 

of ∆𝑇 ~ 0.005 K which has negligible effects on our optoelectronic model. This agrees with a previous study11 of a similar NFTPV 

system: a thin film In0.53Ga0.47As cell bonded with Parylene-C on a Silicon wafer handle, and illuminated by a 1270 K Si radiator. 

They calculated a maximum temperature gradient of ∆𝑇 ~ 1.5 K for their system. Their temperature gradient is much higher than 

our value, albeit still negligible, and is due to the low thermal conductivity of the Parylene-C layer.  

 

3. Optical model details 

The model incorporates dielectric functions of all materials for photon energies from 0.01−1 eV; heat transfer is negligible 

outside this range for this system. We use the temperature and doping dependent dielectric function model proposed by Fu and 

Zhang12 for the Si radiator, however we replace their free-carrier concentration model with the model proposed by Basu et al.13 We 

use the temperature-dependent bandgap model of Si from Ref. 14. The dielectric function described in Ref. 15 is applied to the gold 

back-reflector. To model the optical properties of InAs and InAsSbP, we consider interband, lattice, and free carrierd processes. To 

model the frequency (𝜔) dependent optical properties of InAs and InAsSbP, we employ the Drude-Lorentz model:16,17 

 

𝜖(𝜔) =  𝜖𝐼𝐵(𝜔) + 𝜖∞ (∑
𝑆𝑗(𝜔𝐿𝑂,𝑗

2 − 𝜔𝑇𝑂,𝑗
2 )

𝜔𝑇𝑂,𝑗
2 − 𝜔2 − 𝑖𝜔𝛾𝑗

𝑗

−
𝜔𝑝

2

𝜔(𝜔 + 𝑖𝛤)
) (S3) 

where 

 𝜔p
2 =

𝑁𝑞𝑒2

ϵ0𝜖∞𝑚𝑞
∗

     ,    𝛤 =
𝑒2

𝑚𝑞
∗ 𝜇𝑞

           𝑞 = e, h 
(S4) 

where 𝑒 is the elementary charge, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity, 𝜖∞ is the high-frequency permittivity, 𝑚e
∗ and 𝑚h

∗  are the electron 

and hole effective masses, respectively, 𝜇e and 𝜇h are the electron and hole mobilities, respectively, 𝑁e and 𝑁h are the concentrations 

of free electrons and holes (assuming fully ionized dopants), respectively, 𝑆𝑗 is the anion atom fraction, 𝜔LO,𝑗 and 𝜔TO,𝑗 are the 

longitudinal and transverse optical phonon frequencies, respectively, and 𝛾𝑗 is the damping constant due to phonons of the 𝑗th lattice 

oscillator (binary constituent). We calculate the interband contribution (𝜖IB) following the method from Ref. 17 with some 

parameters from Ref. 18, however instead of calculating the refractive index with Kramers-Kronig relations as was done in Ref. 

17, we assume 𝑛IB = √𝜖∞ to improve computational speed by approximately a factor of 13 by avoiding integrals when evaluating 

the dielectric function. We investigated the impact of this approximation, finding that our method underestimates the total power 

Figure S2. Depth resolved temperature, relative to 300 K, of the nip-Q cell illuminated by a 900 K radiator and a 10 nm radiator-cell gap.  
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transfer by approximately 1.5% compared to using the Kramers-Kronig relations for the optimized nip-Q design separated by 0.1 

μm from a 750 K radiator.  

 With donor doping of the quaternary InAsSbP of 1×1020 cm-3, the Fermi level goes about 0.1 eV into the conduction band for 

all stoichiometric compositions of InAsSbP lattice matched to InAs. Nonparabolic corrections to the band structure then become 

important as well as increasing the apparent electron effective mass when describing optical properties.19 We therefore model a 

doping-dependent electron effective mass (𝑚e,InAsSbP
∗ (𝑁e)) by assuming it has the same dependence on electron concentration Ne 

as is observed in InAs. We find the effective mass by interpolating the effective masses of the binary compounds given in Table S2 

(𝑚e,InAsSbP
∗ (0))  and add the difference between the electron effective masses of InAs from Ref. 19 (𝑚e,InAs

∗ (𝑁))  and Table S2 

(𝑚e,InAs
∗ (0)): 

 𝑚e,InAsSbP
∗ (𝑁e) = 𝑚e,InAsSbP

∗ (0) + (𝑚e,InAs
∗ (𝑁e) − 𝑚e,InAs

∗ (0)) 
(S5) 

 

All other parameters employed in the optical model are given in Table S2. See Section 1 for further details on the carrier mobility 

model.   

 

Table S2. Parameters to describe optical properties of InAs and InAsSbP, with references. 𝒎𝟎 is the free-electron mass.  

Parameters                   Units InAs InSb InP Ref 

𝝐∞   11.6 15.3 9.9 20 

𝒎𝐞
∗   m0  0.024 0.013 0.079 9 

𝒎𝐡
∗   m0  0.36 0.38 0.72 9 

𝜸𝒋   1011 rad/s 9.23 5.41 3.58 16 

𝝎𝐋𝐎,𝒋   1013 rad/s 4.55  3.59  6.52  9 

𝝎𝐓𝐎,𝒋   1013 rad/s 4.14  3.38  5.74  9 

 

4. Optical model validation 

We validated the predictions of our custom optical model by reproducing the independently calculated spectral absorption of the 

InGaAs/InP device structure from Mittapally et al.11 under a 1270 K radiator. Figure SError! Reference source not found. 

compares their results (dashed line) to our simulations (stack plot) for three radiator-TPV gaps, showing only minor discrepancies 

which are due to slight differences between dielectric functions employed. We calculate at most a 5% relative difference for both 

above and below bandgap power transfer compared to Ref. 11 (see Table S3). Note, for the 100 nm gap configuration, spectral data 

from Ref. 11 is cut-off at 30 W cm-2 eV-1 below 0.07 eV, therefore the sub bandgap power transfer within Table S3 is integrated 

down to 0.07 eV instead of 0 eV. 

 

Gap = 400 nm Gap = 100 nm Gap = 7 μm 

Figure S3. Spectral absorption as a function of photon energy, comparing our simulation results (colored area) to Ref. 11 (dashed line). We 

include an equivalent blackbody spectrum for scale (solid line). The bandgap of the absorber layer is given by the solid gray line. The three 

plots represent different radiator-TPV gaps: (a) 0.1 µm, (b) 0.4 µm, and (c) 7 µm. 

a) b) c) 

Mittapaly et al.11 
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Table S3. Comparing calculated above bandgap and sub bandgap power transfer from our simulations to results from Mittapally et al.11 

Power Transfer (W cm-2)  100 nm 400 nm 7 μm 

Above bandgap 
Us 3.8 0.69 0.61 

Mittapally et al. 11 4.0 0.66 0.60 

Sub bandgap 
Us 5.9 3.7 0.67 

Mittapally et al. 11 6.1 3.7 0.70 

 

5. Surface recombination model 

As surface recombination velocity can be highly dependent on doping concentration,21 we model the doping-dependent surface 

recombination velocity (S in cm/s) for the vacuum/FSF interface with the empirical function:  

 
log10(𝑆) =

1

exp ((𝑎 − log10(𝑁𝑞))𝑏) + 𝑐
 ,      𝑞 = D, A (S6) 

where 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 are fitting parameters, 𝑁D and 𝑁A are the donor and acceptor doping concentrations in cm-3, respectively. Figure 

S4 shows our fit of Eq. (S6) to measured data from Refs. 22,23 and an extracted value from Table S4 of Lu et al.24, yielding 𝑎 =

14.5, 𝑏 = 2.4, and 𝑐 = 0.19. We apply identical values for both n- and p-type doping and for all Sb- and/or P- compositions of 

InAsSbP.  

 

 

6. Electrical model validation 

To validate the electrical model, we compare measured and simulated dark current-voltage curves of devices from Refs. 24,25. 

Figure S5(a) shows the simulation structure for the device from Lu et al.24, which we simulate as a 3D cylindrical device. We 

assumed the substrate thickness and doping to be 500 μm and 2×1018 cm-3, respectively, and extracted the contact width (20 μm) 

from Figure 1 within the article. Figure S5(c) shows the simulation structure for the device from Krier et al.25. We assumed the 

substrate thickness to be 500 μm. We extracted the contact width (20 μm) and distance between contacts (75 μm) from Figure 2 

within the article. The remaining parameters for both devices were taken from the text of the articles. 

The fits to data from Ref. 24 and Ref. 25 are shown in Fig. Figure S5(b) and Fig. Figure S5(d), respectively. In our simulations, 

we added a resistor in series with the TPV cells to account for resistive losses arising from the electrode sheet and contact 

resistances. We allow the SRH recombination lifetime of InAs, the surface recombination velocity at the TPV cell surface, and 

the resistance of the resistor in series to vary to obtain a good fit. For the device from Krier et al.25, we also included the Hurkx 

trap-assisted tunneling model to improve the fit at reverse bias. The model simulates field-dependent trap-assisted tunneling and 

requires a single extra parameter, a tunneling mass. As shown in Figure S5(d), the Hurkx model does not affect the properties of 

the current-voltage curve under forward bias and therefore does not affect the results in this manuscript. Results of the fits are 

shown in Table S4Error! Reference source not found.. 

Figure S4. InAs surface recombination velocity as a 

function of doping concentration, together with the 

model fitting obtained by this work. The 

experimental data are taken from Refs. 22,23 as well 

as from our best fit to the TPV cell from Lu et al.24 
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7. Cap and BSF Parameter Impact on Performance 

We fixed the Cap and BSF layer thicknesses and doping during our optimization to help with computation time. To verify the 

robustness of our optimization results, we explore the impact of these parameters on the optimized nip-Q design, in Figure S6, for 

a 750 K radiator and dR-FSF = 0.1 µm. In general, the device efficiency is maximized with highly doped Cap and BSF layers as they 

maximize the built-in electric field. For the cap layer (Figure S6(a)), we calculate maximized efficiency if doping concentration is 

above 3×1018 cm-3, irrespective of layer thickness. Conversely, device efficiency is strongly affected by the BSF layer thickness, 

see Figure S6(b). We require a thickness less than 0.08 µm to stay within 1% absolute of the maximal efficiency, due to higher sub-

bandgap photon absorption for thicker layers.  
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